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The joint Brazos River Authority (BRA) and Luminant modeling used a modified version of the Brazos G 

Water Availability Model (WAM), which was developed by the Brazos G Water Planning Group for the 

2006 Brazos G Regional Water Plan.   

The Brazos G WAM uses the Water Rights Analysis Package software developed by Dr. Ralph Wurbs of 

Texas A&M University.  The software and documentation are available on-line at 

https://ceprofs.civil.tamu.edu/rwurbs/wrap.htm.  

The changes in this memorandum specifically describe Scenario 3c, which provided hydrology for water 

quality modeling of Lake Granbury.  In the Scenario 3c code, which is provided with this memorandum, 

modifications to the Brazos G WAM are marked as “BRA-TXU change”.  These changes include: 

1. Addition of Lyons instream flow requirements at the Highbank, Cameron and Bryan gages. 

2. Modifications to the instream flow bypass for Squaw Creek Reservoir to prevent the reservoir 

from re-impounding water released from the reservoir. 

3. Addition of dummy control points to track Luminant contracts. 

4. Setting demand from Squaw Creek Reservoir equal to the maximum historical consumptive use 

by the existing Comanche Peak units instead of the full water right. 

5. Consolidation of BRA contracts by type of use in BRA reservoirs to reduce output.  Brazos G 

modeled each contract individually. 

6. Addition of new BRA contracts and revised contract amounts not included in the Brazos G 

model. 

7. Conversion of all BRA contracts to “system” contracts.  In the Brazos G model, some contracts 

could only be met from a single BRA source.  If appropriate, the model was changed so that 

multiple sources could be used to meet the contract. 
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8. BRA downstream contracts modeled by Brazos G as a type 3 water right (reservoir releases only) 

were moved lakeside.  This prevents release of additional water by BRA to compensate for 

losses which are borne by the customer.  Other contracts were grouped at selected locations to 

reduce potential losses. 

9. Allowance for releases from Possum Kingdom to back up Lake Granbury contracts.  This is 

consistent with BRA operations. 

10. Adjustment of Luminant (TXU) contracts to reflect actual and proposed use of the water by 

Luminant, including return flows.  (The Brazos G model lumped together Luminant contracts by 

source instead of location of use and assumes full consumptive use of contract water.) 

11. Modeling of the Comanche Peak contract so that the water is returned to Squaw Creek 

Reservoir, with excess water spilled downstream.   

12. Addition of special code to allow BRA to hold Comanche Peak return flows and Squaw Creek 

spills in “dummy” control points for later use by BRA.  This allows BRA to retain possession of 

these flows. 

13. Explicit assignment of BRA System Operation supply to expected demands in the lower basin in 

the Region H. 

14. Use of 2060 storage-area relationships for Lake Aquilla and Lake Possum Kingdom recalculated 

by BRA.  BRA had updated sediment loading for these reservoirs and this information was not 

included in the original Brazos G model. 

 


